PREMIUM GERMAN SPIRITS
Successful
since 1664

SCHWARZE UND SCHLICHTE

OUR SPIRITS EXPERTISE SINCE 1664

INNOVATION IS OUR TRADITION
For over 350 years, as an independent, family-run business, we have
combined tradition and innovation in the development and production
of premium spirit brands. We are always looking forward and keep
setting exciting new trends with our brands.

QUALITY AND CONTROL OF ALL PROCESSES
For the production of our premium spirits, as an IFS-certified business
we insist on the highest quality standards when purchasing all our
raw materials and ingredients. We attach great importance to providing
our partners with continuously high quality services and certified
products – from our production facilities to bottling and logistics.

INNOVATIVE MARKETING AS A SUCCESS FACTOR
We develop strong premium brands with creative and
long-term brand and marketing strategies.
The success story of Three Sixty Vodka is a good example of this.
• Three Sixty Vodka is the brand with the greatest increase in sales
in the premium vodka segment since its launch in 2011.
• Since 2015 Three Sixty Vodka has been the number 3 vodka
in sales and turnover behind the Absolut and Smirnoff brands.
• For its innovative TV campaign Three Sixty Vodka was awarded
the Golden Effie 2015 – the Oscar of advertising industry.
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Three Sixty Vodka is number 3
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NO-COMPROMISE PREMIUM
THREE SIXTY VODKA

THE SUCCESSFUL
CHALLENGER
PREMIUM QUALITY – PREMIUM SALES

360° MARKETING EFFECTIVELY IMPLEMENTED

With its quadruple distillation and diamond filtration,
THREE SIXTY VODKA reflects the highest premium quality
more powerfully and credible than any other spirit. Together
with its unique facet-cut look and velvet label, THREE SIXTY
VODKA is a crown jewel at point of sale and appeals to a
young target group with purchasing power.

With extensive 360° marketing support on TV, online, in print
and social media, THREE SIXTY VODKA continues to open
up the market for new consumers. Only four years after its
successful market launch it has achieved an outstanding
third place ranking in the premium vodka market.

STRONG SALES PERFORMANCE
With a 30 % increase in sales, Three Sixty Vodka continues to
expand its sales in each store without relying on short-term
promotional sales but on healthy growth.*
Always on the road to success
Sales in thousands of bottles à 700 cl
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Excellent marketing support
Gold for the TV campaign at the GWA Effie Awards
in the David vs. Goliath category

SUCCESSFUL BRANDS
FRIEDRICHS DRY GIN

BÄRENJÄGER

NEW IMPULS FOR
YOUR DRY GIN SEGMENT

A CONSISTENT
MARKET LEADER

GIN IN GERMAN DISTILLING TRADITION

NO. 1 IN THE UNITED STATES

With FRIEDRICHS DRY GIN we emphasise our 250 years
of distilling tradition at the gin and juniper distillery in
Steinhagen. A bottle design with clean lines and high-quality
glass finish gives this traditional line an impactful and
unusual look for our gin at point of sale.

The traditional honey liqueur with 35 % ABV is made even
today from purely natural ingredients based on a recipe
handed down to us from the early Middle Ages. With its
distinctive design it is the classic success story in the range
and the undisputed market leader in the United States.

THE TREND TOWARDS CRAFTSMANSHIP

PURE AND NATURAL

FRIEDRICHS DRY GIN combines international trends with
German craftsmanship and quality in a premium London
Dry with 45 % ABV – made in Germany. As such, it provides
everything required for a successful launch among a target
group with purchasing power who care about quality.

Pure vodka combined with natural honey gives BÄRENJÄGER
its refined, true flavour. In combination with its striking
colour and unique packaging design, BÄRENJÄGER attracts
great attention for any occasion among a broad-based user
group.

A soft, well-balanced
flavour with aromatic
and floral juniper notes
and hints of coriander
and citrus fruits.

Mild sweetness with
delicate lilac notes and
an agreeable spiciness
in the finish.

FOR YOUR SALES
BACHMANN

STICHPIMPULI

THE INSIDER’S TIP AMONG
HERBAL LIQUEURS

ICONIC LIQUEUR WITH
HERBS AND HISTORY

TRADITIONAL AND EXCEPTIONAL

A CULT STEEPED IN TRADITION

BACHMANN herbal liqueur was originally produced at the
Hagenböck distillery established in Dortmund in 1884. Based
on the finest Jamaica rum, it is still made today according to
an old family recipe and a well-guarded mix of secret herbs.

As a cult liqueur with a longstanding tradition, STICHPIMPULI
has been produced in eastern Germany by the monastic distillery at Walkenried Monastery since 1893. With 35 % ABV its
alcohol content is higher than that of similar herbal liqueurs.

GENUINE VALUES WITH POTENTIAL

STRIKINGLY BOLD AND
DELIGHTFULLY DIFFERENT

In the top-selling growth segment of semi-sweet liqueurs,
BACHMANN stands out from the crowd owing to its exceptional recipe. With its stylish design it is an insider’s tip for
a growing group of consumers who especially appreciate its
premium quality, genuine values and authenticity far beyond
mainstream.

Complex and elegant
with hints of caramel,
mint, orange peel and
cardamom.

STICHPIMPULI BOCKFORCELORUM’S unusual name
reveals something of the recipe of burnet saxifrage roots,
natural herbs and fruits. In the large and high-turnover
herbal liqueur segment, it appeals to a young and hip group
of consumers with its quirky name and audacious, highimpact packaging design.

Spicy and herbal with
the exceptionally
enticing sweetness
of fruity cherries.

FIVE REASONS
FOR EFFECTIVE COOPERATION

SUCCESSFUL SINCE 1664
As an independent family business with
350 years of tradition, we are a strong,
dependable and experienced partner that
produces unique spirits.

FULL QUALITY CONTROL
From the purchase of high-quality raw materials
and ingredients to the manufacturing
and bottling of products, we insist on the
highest quality standards.

YOUR BRAND EXPERTS
With our modern and holistic sales and
marketing strategies, we manage our brands
to achieve long-term success in your markets.

ADDED VALUE
We create premium brands and products
with great added value for all our
business partners.

TAILORED PRODUCT SOLUTIONS

“We build premium
spirit brands.”
Friedrich Schwarze
Managing Director

We provide you with flexible solutions
from a single source for the production of
customer-specific spirits.
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